Program Request - Abbreviated Template
Utah Valley University
BS Technology Management: Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Technology Emphasis; Carpenter Union (JACT) Emphasis; Electronic and Computer Technology Emphasis; HVAC Apprentice Emphasis; Industrial Maintenance Apprentice Emphasis; Lineman Apprentice Emphasis; Line Meter Apprentice Emphasis; Lineman Substation Apprentice Emphasis; Lineman Technology Emphasis; Plumber Apprentice Emphasis; Sheet Metal Apprentice Emphasis; Welding Technology Emphasis

04/26/2012

Section I: Request

The Technology Management department at Utah Valley University is requesting the discontinuation of the following twelve emphases within the BS Technology Management degree: Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Technology Emphasis; Carpenter Union (JACT) Emphasis; Electronic and Computer Technology Emphasis; HVAC Apprentice Emphasis; Industrial Maintenance Apprentice Emphasis; Lineman Apprentice Emphasis; Line Meter Apprentice Emphasis; Lineman Substation Apprentice Emphasis; Lineman Technology Emphasis; Plumber Apprentice Emphasis; Sheet Metal Apprentice Emphasis; Welding Technology Emphasis, effective Fall 2013.

Section II: Need

Program subject matter was moved to Mountainland Applied Technology College. Courses are no longer offered due to low enrollment.

Section III: Institutional Impact

The discontinuation of this emphasis will have no impact on existing administrative structures. An articulation agreement with MATC allows students in many 900+ hour programs to transfer 30 credits to the AAS Technology degree.

Section IV: Finances

There will be no costs associated with the discontinuation of this emphasis.